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prints, multiples, books, films, vinyls…

ART IS MULTIPLYING

For its fourth edition, during three days plus a day-long preview, MAD welcomed nearly
5,000 visitors and collectors who came to see the thousands of artworks published outside
the mainstream: a great success for this first edition in the sumptuous Monnaie de Paris.
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ORIGINAL DESIGN
signed Roch Deniau
in partnership with
RAJA

Once again, MAD offered a panorama of contemporary creation in the world of limitededition multiples, from fanzines to rare works: prints, books, films, artists’ records ... Under
the artistic direction of Sylvie Boulanger, director of the cnaei=, and Michael Woolworth,
director of the Atelier Michael Woolworth, MAD brought together, for this fourth edition,
120 international publishers and micropublishers from Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, Spain,
Austria, USA, Norway, Germany. The exhibitors were selected for the rigor and originality
of their approaches, by a scientific committee composed of collectors, artists and art and
publishing professionals.
Much more than a salon, MAD highlights the figure of the publisher, the most independent
and most versatile actor in today’s art world. Taking up all the contemporary art galleries in
La Monnaie de Paris, MAD also featured interior and furniture design by Roch Deniau in
partnership with RAJA, the European leader in packaging.
The elegant Salon Babut de Rosan gallery was dedicated to this year’s guest of honor
country, Norway. Curated by NAP (Nordic Art Press) and supported by the Royal Norwegian
Embassy, the gallery presented 6 publishers and 3 invited artists who displayed works by 28
Norwegian artists and publishers.
The MAD LIVE program also took place inside the fair: more than 50 live actions,
performances, signatures... in the booths and in the aisles.
With the success of this fourth edition, ideal for both young and seasoned collectors,
this contemporary-art rendezvous at La Monnaie de Paris is quickly becoming the most
important annual event in France dedicated to multiples. Its unique combination of expertise
and innovation offers visitors a special opportunity to support contemporary creation.

PUBLISHERS
A constructed World
Anarchive
Anima Ludens
A.P.R.E.S éditions
Analogues
art&fiction, éditions d’artistes
Atelier Arcay
Atelier Raynald Métraux
Atelier RLD
atelier vladimir boson
B42
Bas Cey-Fé
Beauxarts Marseille (ESADMM)
Beneviste Contemporary
Blankt Papir Press
Blazers/Blasons
Bruno Robbe éditions
Cahiers d’Art
Centre Culturel Suisse
Centre d’édition contemporaine, Genève
Chose Commune
Clemens-Tobias Lange
cneai =
Collection Lambert
Connoisseurs
Dilecta
Ecart Production
Edition Markus Gell
Edition Patrick Frey
Édition Taube
Editions Berline-Hubert-Vortex
Éditions Cent Pages
Éditions Cercle d’Art
Éditions Incertain Sens
Editions Jannink
Éditions Louis Vuitton
Éditions Macula
Éditions Matière
Éditions Take5
Éditions Xavier Barral
Edizioni Periferia
ExposerPublier
Florence Loewy
fontaine b.
Franciscopolis éditions
François Righi “Les livres sont muets”
Friville-Éditions
Galerie 8+4 ( Bernard Chauveau )
Galerie Bernard Jordan
Galerie Catherine Putman
galerie Sator

Gfeller + Hellsgard
Gianpaolo Pagni
Hand Art Publisher
Iconomoteur
Irreverent
JAP
Jordan / Seydoux
La Houle
Laurel Parker Book
Le Noyau
Le Chassis éditions
Lelong Editions
LeMégot éditions
Lendroit éditions
Leroy Neiman Center for Print Studies, Columbia
University
Les Trois Ours
Librairie Chloé et Denis Ozanne
Librairie Marian Goodman
Librairie Perrotin
Lic & éditions Mix.
m.u.r.r (atelier murr)
Manuella éditions
mfc-michèle didier
Michael Woolworth Publications
mono.kultur
Motto Books
NAP (Nordic Art Press)
OEI magazine / OEI editor
Optical Sound
Pétrole Éditions
Printfighter
Printjam
Repro du Léman
Roven éditions
Royal Book Lodge
RVB Books
Salle Principale
Salon du Salon
Shelter Press
Siam’s Guy Books
Solo ma non troppo
Terranova
the ( M  ) éditions
The Tropicool Company
Un-Spaced
Wolfsberg Verlag
X Art
*/hon/books
We Do Not Work Alone
What You See Is What You Hear

NORWAY GUEST OF HONOR

REVELATION ARTIST’S BOOK
ADAGP - MAD

country, with the support of the Royal Norwegian Embassy

For this fourth edition, MAD put Switzerland in the
spotlight in the Salon Babut de Rosan gallery, inviting
a range of Norwegian publishers under the artistic
direction of NAP (Nordic Art Press).

Publishers and artists presented:
Bastard
Bergen Art Book Fair
Lord Jim Publishing
Multipress
Objektiv
Torpedo Press

Marthe Ramm Fortun
Ragnhild Aamäs
Jan Freuchen

Publishers and artists represented::
Aki Books
Per Jonas Lindström
Another Space
Röj forlag
Blokk forlag
Smør Press
Coda Press
Teknisk Industri
Eline McGeorge
Topos forlag
Eller med a
Trippelpunkt
Grafters’ Quarterly
Hans Kristian Borchgrevink Hansen
Heavy Books
Hour Editions
Hverdag books
Julie Lillelien Porter
Kay Arne Kirkebø
Kim Svensson
Lina Viste Grønli
Lydgalleriet
Mai Hofstad Gunnes
Mads Andreas Andreassen/Elephant Kunsthall
OEI
Oplandia
Pamflett
Per-Oskar Leu

MAD LIVE
More than 50 live actions, performances, signatures, readings... in the booths and in the aisles during the three
days of the fair.
Friday, September 14: Jan Freuchen (Installation, Norvège), Ragnhild Aamas (Performance, Norvège), Matthieu Blond, Journal (Performance), Adrien
Lucca, Mémoire d’Atelier (Intervention), Cneaï Tombolï (Game), Masaki Fujihata & Peter Campus, Réalité augmeté, Anarchive (Démonstration,
Anne-Valérie Gasc, Guerre d’hiver là encore (Performance), Miho Kajoka, And Where Did The peacocks Go ? (Signature), Olivier Mosset, Wheels
(Signature), Erro (Signature), Thibaut Kinder, An egyptian story (Signature), Stéphane Le Mercier, Intermezzo Primordial (Lecture).
Saturday, September 15: Jan Freuchen (Installation, Norvège), Ragnhild Aamas (Performance, Norvège), Anne-Valérie Gasc, Guerre d’hiver
là encore (Performance), Matthieu Blond, Journal (Performance), MIX (Lancement), Matthieu Saladin, Vers l’impasse de la confiance
(Performance), Alex Chevalier, Situations (Signature), Valentina Traïanova, Arrivederci, un poème vocal (Performance), Alain Rivière,
Grumeau/Hubris (Signature), Olivier degorce, Fridge Food Soul (Sgnature), Prototype / Terrain de jeu, Laurel Parker Book (Lancement),
aaliicceelleessccaannnnee&ssoonniiaaddeerrzzyyppoollsskkii, Le prix du pif (Performance), Cnaï Tombolaï (Game), Philippe Cazal, Aveuglante
Lumière (Lancement), Brieg Huons, 120 noms d’artistes corrigés par Open Office (Signature), Martha Ramm Fortun (Performance, Norvège), Eric
Waltier, L’inventaire des destructions (Lecture).
Sunday, September 16: Jan Freuchen (Installation, Norvège), Ragnhild Aamas (Performance, Norvège), Anne-Valérie Gasc, Guerre d’hiver là encore
(Performance), Matthieu Blond, Journal (Performance), Vers l’impasse de la confiance (Performance), R.I.P (1.2) Mayday (Distribution à la criée), Sara
Mackillop’s (Lancement), aalliicceelleessccaannnnee&ssoonniiaaddeerrzzyyppoollsskkii, Le prix du Pif (Performance), Cnaï Tombolaï (Game), Hôtel
Klima / Klima Interieurs (Lancement), Antoine Dufeu Lic Ylic #1 (Action), Marthe Ramm Fortun (Performance, Norvège).

Benoît Fougeirol was awarded the top prize at this
third edition of the ADAGP / MAD Artist’s Book
Revelation Prize for his book (Zus). ADAGP, a society
representing graphic and visual artists, joined forces
with the MAD fair for the third consecutive year
to support its Artist’s Book Revelation Prize, which
reveals and promotes emerging creation in the artistic
discipline of artists’ books.
Previous awards were given to Isabelle Le Minh in
2016 for La dioptrique des cartes de visite and, in
2017, to Anne-Sophie Tritschler for Maison du roi.
The 2018 prize selection
From the more than 150 applications for the book
award, 20 were preselected by MAD’s Scientific
Committee, which consists of collectors, artists and
art and publishing professionals.

2018 nominees

Pierre Belouin
Daniel Cabral
Jennifer Caubet
Léticia Chanliau & Adrien Fricheteau
Alex Chevalier
Matteo Cremenosi
David De Beyter
Benoît Fougeirol
Gfeller + Hellsgard
Estelle Henriot
Brieg Huon
Gabriel Leger
Adrien Lucca
Sandrine Marc
Clémentine Roche & Thomas Merle
Sarah Michel
Julien Monnerie
Antoine Orand
Sammy Stein
Sarah Vadé

The jury, co-chaired by Philippe Ramette (artist) and
Elizabeth Garouste (visual artist and designer) and
composed of Martine Aballéa (visual artist), Ingrid
Luquet-Gad (art critic), Julie Pellegrin (Director of
the centre d’art de la Ferme du Buisson) and AnneSophie Tritschler (artist and prizewinner in 2017)
worked together during the MAD preview and voted
to honor Benoît Fougeirol for his book (Zus).
The jury praised his “original approach in representing
the zones on the peripheries of Paris.” The members
also rewarded «the very skillful way he allows the
reader to explore certain districts (Sensitive Urban
Areas) thanks to the photographer’s multiple, openended gaze. The balance between content and
form allows a freeform approach and leaves behind
determinism of place. This is a book to read, to flip
through, to unfold, to display, in short to discover – a
book in which everything is unpredictable.”

The winner will receive funds from the ADAGP and a
portrait filmed by Arte that will be shown on the Arte
Creative site.
There will also be a tribute to the artist during an
evening dedicated to the ADAGP Revelations awards
organized at the Centquatre art center in Paris on
December 14th. Through this award, which focuses
on the creation of young artists, ADAGP and MAD
together confirm their commitment to encouraging
emerging talents in the discipline of artists’ books
and to supporting emerging artists.

BRUNCHS
& VIP TOURS

COMMUNICATION
MAD has been advertised:
- by emails on its file of 6 000 contacts
- by all the newsletters of its participating exhibitors
- and by its partners:
cneaï= (24 000 contacts)
Mona Bismarck American Center (75116 Paris)
Silencio Private Club (75002 Paris)

Three brunches welcomed clubs for collectors and
friends of art museums and institutions:
- maison rouge - fondation Antoine de Galbert
- BNF
- Musée d’Art Moderne de Paris
- Palais de Tokyo
- Centre Pompidou
- MAD

PRESS
PARTNERS

More than 200 collectors were welcomed to these visits.

present at fair:

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

Art Press
Art Insider

The selection of publishers participating in MAD is made by the Scientific Committee, which consists of
collectors, artists and professionals in the world of art and publishing:

Art in Print
Print Quaterly

Paula Aisemberg, Director of the maison rouge

Julien Guerrier, director of Louis Vuitton Editions

Marie Bertran, Production Manager Monnaie de

Romain Leclere, collectorr

Paris

Éric de Chassey, art historian and director of INHA
(National Institute of Art History)

Michèle Didier, editor and director of the galerie
mfc-michèle didier

online:
Paris Art

Mathieu Mercier, artist
Cécile Pocheau-Lesteven, curator of

contemporary prints and artists’ books, BnF,
department of prints and photography

DIRECTION CURATORIALE

PRESS REVIEW
MAD was covered by or annouced in:
Le Monde

Sylvie Boulanger is a curator, publisher and

researcher. She has written many texts on artpublishing practices, on the value of art and on art
as a public space. She has been the director of the
National Center Art Image (cneai =) since 1997.
She founded and directed Contemporary Public Art
(APC). She has been developing exhibition programs,
research, an editorial program and a collection of
artists’ publications since 2002 (FMRA collection).
She created the «Salon Light» in 2004, an annual
rendezvous of independent publishers, and a
residency program, the « Floating Home » created by
the Bouroullec brothers since 2006. She contributes
to such magazines as Multitudes, and is a member
of research laboratories such as «Valuations», «Labex
ICCA», «Art by Translation ». Sylvie Boulanger has
curated some one hundred exhibitions. She studied
political science, philosophy-esthetics and literature.

Michael Woolworth, director of the Atelier

Woolworth, is a master printer and publisher.
Established in 1985 in Paris situated on the Place de
la Bastille, the Michael Woolworth atelier produces
original multiples in limited editions, signed and
numbered by the contemporary artists invited to
the workshop. These works are printed exclusively
on manual presses in woodcut, stone lithography,
monotype, linocut and etching. Throughout the
years, his workshop has become laboratory where the
art of printing is perpetually reinvented. In addition
to housing his activity as a printer-publisher and as an
exhibition space, since 2009 his workshop frequently
programs readings and lectures by poets, writers and
translators. The French government has honored
him several times for his savoir-faire by naming him
Chevalier dans l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres and
Maître d’art, both in 2011. In 2012, he obtained the
label EPV – Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant.

Les Inrocks
Art Press
Télérama Sortir
Le Quotiden de l’Art
Sortir à Paris
Slash
Actualitté
and in agendas and independant blogs:
Pariscope, Sortir à Paris, Evensi, Que faire à Paris ?...
(The complete press kit is available online.)

PARTNERS
cneai =
Centre National Édition Art Image
www.cneai.com

Magasins Généraux,
1 rue de l’Ancien canal 93500 Pantin
+33 7 71 89 01 74
cneai@cneai.com

Atelier Michael Woolworth
www.michaelwoolworth.com

2 rue de la Roquette 75011 Paris
+33 1 40 21 03 41
michael@michaelwoolworth.com

Monnaie de Paris

www.monnaiedeparis.fr
11 quai Conti 75006 Paris

A national contemporary art center dedicated to
artist’ publications, the cneai = has developed since
1997 a model of collaborative programming: research
groups generate editorial programs (with a catalog
of 600 multiples and 150 publications), exhibitions
and actions, research (laboratories and seminars)
and mediation. Artists and contributors are invited
to the Floating House residence created by the
Bouroullec brothers in 2006. The FMRA collection,
open to the public, brings together 12,000 books and
ephemera by artists. The cneai = merges the artistic
fields on the boundaries of visual experience: sound,
choreography, graphic art, literature, science and
performance..

Founded in 1985 in Paris and located on the Place
de the Bastille, Atelier Michael Woolworth produces
limited-edition artworks on paper and artists’ books.
Stone lithography, woodcut, monotype, linocut or
etching - the workshop uses traditional printing
techniques printed exclusively on hand presses. The
workshop was honored with the label Entreprise du
Patrimoine Vivant in 2012. Michael Woolworth –
who was named both Chevalier des Arts et Lettres
and Maître d’art in 2011 - collaborates with such
artists as Jim Dine, José Maria Sicilia, Allen Jones,
Sean Scully, Bertrand Lavier, Jean- Michel Othoniel,
Marc Desgrandchamps, Djamel Tatah, Abdelkader
Benchamma, Claire Chesnier and Brecht Evens.
Founded in 864, the Monnaie de Paris, the national
mint, is both the oldest French institution and the
oldest Parisian factory. It provides the public service
of producing France’s euro coins and other foreign
currencies. For twelve centuries, La Monnaie has
cultivated a tradition of metal crafts in its foundry.
Paris’ first factory is the last in operation and still
produces artistic coins and medals in its historical
Manufacture du Quai Conti. Opposite the Louvre
and the Pont Neuf, the Monnaie de Paris is located
at one of Paris’ most prestigious sites, which houses a
museum at 11 quai Conti with its heritage collections,
while the main body of the palace facing the Seine
presents three to four major contemporary art
exhibitions each year..

ADAGP
pour le droit des artistes
www.adagp.fr

Ambassade Royale de Norvège
norway.no/france

25 rue Bayard 75008 Paris
+33 1 53 67 04 00
emb.paris@mfa.no

In dialogue with French and Norwegian professionals
in all artistic fields
- architecture, visual arts, crafts, design, performing
arts, literature, music, cinema - the Norwegian
Embassy in Paris, supported by the Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, promotes contemporary
Norwegian culture in France by creating exchanges
and collaborations between professionals and
institutions and supporting Norwegian events, sharing
the country’s rich artistic legacy with the French
public.

11 rue Berryer 75008 Paris
+33 1 43 59 09 79

Created by artists in 1953, ADAGP is the first French
royalty collecting and distribution society in the field
of graphic and visual arts.
It represents 170,000 authors worldwide, in all
disciplines of visual art, including painting, sculpture,
photography, design, graphic novels, street art, video
art, digital art, architecture and more... At the heart of
an international network of 50 partner organisations,
the ADAGP collects and distributes royalties, protects
artists and fights to improve authors’ rights.
Through its program of cultural action, ADAGP
encourages the creative scene by initiating and / or
financially supporting projects that enhance the visual
arts and promote them nationally and internationally.
It is in this context that the ADAGP Revelations have
been created to encourage and reward the work of
emerging talents.

RAJA
N°1 eurpéen de l’emballage
www.raja.fr

8 rue Marceau 92785 Issy Les Moulineaux
+33 1 55 00 77 77

RAJA, founded in 1954, is the European leader in
sales and distribution of packaging, supplies and
equipment for businesses. Present in 18 countries
and 22 companies, the group employs 1,800 people
throughout Europe and achieved a turnover of 560
million euros in 2017. Since 1982, Danièle KapelMarcovici has been the group’s Chief Executive
Officer.
In 2006, the RAJA-Danièle Marcovici Foundation was
created on the initiative of Danièle Kapel-Marcovici.
Placed under the aegis of the Fondation de France, it
supports associative projects in France and around the
world for the emancipation of women in the following
four areas: the defense of women’s rights and the fight
against violence; education and social action; training
and vocational integration; and the role of women in
protecting the environment and combating climate
change. Since the foundation’s creation, more than
400 projects and 240 associations have received
support, helping to improve living conditions of
85,000 women.
Danièle Kapel-Marcovici’s commitment to
contemporary art led her to create, in 2010 with
her partner Tristan Fourtine, an endowment fund
for contemporary sculpture, Villa Datris. Located in
Isle-sur-la-Sorgue, Villa Datris, free and open to all,
promotes the works both of young emerging talents
and internationally recognized artists.

La Réserve des arts

www.lareservedesarts.org
53 rue Cartier Bresson 93500 Pantin
contact@lareservedesarts.org

La Réserve des Arts has as its goal to prevent and
reduce waste while giving support to the cultural and
artistic sector. It proposes:
- Recycled-material shops - Workshops with tools,
machines and training in a single space dedicated to
creative professionals.
Artists become agents of change by using these
materials for their artworks.

MAD TEAM
Coordination
Nathalie Lacroix

+33 6 85 81 67 33

nathalie@multipleartdays.fr

Press
Isabelle Ménival
presse@multipleartdays.com

Design

Roch Deniau, www.roch.to
3D : Scott Renau & Amine Ghorab

Administration

Rachel Zane
admin@multipleartdays.fr

Translation

Laurie Hurwitz

Photographs

(c) Marc Gibourg

See you in 2019
for the 5th edition of Multiple Art Days

www.
multipleartdays.fr

facebook.com/MultipleArtDays @multipleartdays instagram.com/multipleartdays vimeo.com/multipleartdays

